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Cover Story 
 

What is Medical Tourism? 
 
Medical tourism is a term initially coined by travel agencies and the mass media to describe the rapidly-growing practice of travelling 
across international borders to obtain health care. Such services typically include elective procedures as well as complex specialized 
surgeries such as joint replacement (knee/hip), cardiac surgery, dental surgery, and cosmetic surgeries. However, virtually every type 
of health care, including psychiatry, alternative treatments, convalescent care and even burial services are available. As a practical 
matter, providers and customers commonly use informal channels of communication-connection-contract, and in such cases this tends 
to mean less regulatory or legal oversight to assure quality and less formal recourse to reimbursement or redress, if needed. Over 50 
countries have identified medical tourism as a national industry.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other countries 
 
Major countries that are involved in this industry are Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, India Gulf States, 
Hungary, Mexico, Costa Rica, Brazil and South Africa. In fact, countries like South Africa promoting medical 
tourism as "medical safaris". The following graph depicts the country-wise picture: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: http://fortis-hospitals.blogspot.in/2009/10/medical-tourism-in-india-road-ahead.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why medical tourism? 
A forecast by Deloitte Consulting published in August 2008 projected that medical tourism originating in the 
US could jump by a factor of ten over the next decade. An estimated 750,000 Americans went abroad for 
health care in 2007, and the report estimated that a million and a half would seek health care outside the US in 
2008. Countries that operate public healthcare systems are often so taxed that it can take considerable time to 
get non-urgent medical care. For example, an estimated 782,936 Canadians spent time on medical waiting 
lists in 2005, waiting an average of 9.4 weeks.  
In Costa Rica, Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand, Cuba, Colombia, Philippines or India, a wealthy patient 
could feasibly have an operation the day after their arrival, while the poor may die before they receive help. 
Additionally, patients are finding that insurance either does not cover orthopedic or imposes unreasonable 
restrictions on the choice of the facility, surgeon, or prosthetics to be used.  
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Overview of healthcare Infrastructure in India 
  
The healthcare industry employs 4 million people in India. It is the second largest in terms of employment. It is the largest 
industry in the service sector with an estimated revenue of around $ 30 billion constituting 5% of the GDP, as reported by the 
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII).   
Despite being the hub for medical treatment in Asia, India still has a very low doctor-to-person ratio when it comes to the local 
scenario. As against the guidelines recommended by World Health Organization, India’s ratio of allopathic doctors to per 1000 
population was 2.2 in 2010. While the bed density per thousand population was 1.3. The WHO benchmark for both are 2.5 and 3.5 
respectively. 
 

 
Source: mckinsey report _ executive summary India healthcare inspiring possibility and challenging journey 

 
The dearth of doctors is despite the fact that India has a fairly large number of medical institutes with a staggering 50% of the medical 
force not practicing in the formal health system. 
 

 
Source: mckinsey report _ executive summary India healthcare inspiring possibility and challenging journey 

 
Some of the reasons for this vacuum are insufficient incentives, lack of career growth options, migration, low salaries, and lack of 
career trajectory, security issues, policy logjam, insufficient allopathic training and patient perception of unreliability. 
 
As per the Twelfth Five Year Plan (2012-17) Document, the physician and nurse density is expected to reach around 0.7 and 1.7 per 
1000 respectively by 2022. However if the current trend continues, the active workforce will be 0.5 and 0.8% respectively. One of the 
major problems India faces is that of out-of-pocket-spending. Moreover, because of income disparities and lack of any regulatory 
body, the out-of-pocket-spending is concentrated to the upper classes and middle classes who can afford the cost of medical treatment. 
Given the potential for health tourism as elaborated below, the revenue earned from it could thus be streamlined to increase the 
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Source : http://dspace.iimk.ac.in/bitstream/2259/579/1/369- 

 

spending in the public healthcare sector. It can also contribute in encouraging greater number of doctors and nurses to practice in the 
formal health system by giving them monetary incentives. 
 
Medical Tourism in India  
 
The concept of medical tourism is almost as old as medicine itself. India  enjoyed a rich history of providing Yoga instruction, 
spiritual enlightenment, and Ayurvedic healing to seekers from around the world since ancient times. 
 India has a potential to attract 1 million health tourists per annum which will contribute US$ 5 billion to the economy Cost Advantage 
is the attractive aspect of Indian modern medicine which is 10-15 times lower than anywhere in the world. Confederation of Indian 
Industry reported that 150,000 medical tourists came to India in 2005, based on feedback from the organization's member hospitals. 
The number grew to 200,000 by 2008. A separate study by ASSOCHAM reported that the year 2011 saw 850,000 medical tourists in 
India and projected that by 2015 this number would rise to 3,200,000. 
 
Structure of the industries 
 
The important links of the Medical tourism service sector are: 

• The traveller 
• Foreign tour operator 
• Indian hospitals 
• Insurance companies 
• Indian Travel Agents 
• Tourist destination/place 
• Local tour operator 
• Local guide 
• Local hotels 
• Local market 
• Independent medical referral companies  
• Government & Policy Makers  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These actors interact with each other, directly or indirectly, to form a network and create opportunity for each other which 
helps to generate revenue. 
 
Types of Treatment Offered  
 
Patients from various countries are becoming medical tourists to India for low cost and health restorative alternative treatments. The 
Medical Tourists undergo health restorative treatments of a combination of Ayurveda, Yoga, acupuncture, herbal oil massage, nature 
therapies, and some ancient Indian healthcare methods –such as Vedic care, an alternate healthcare service. The most popular 
treatments sought in India by medical tourists are alternative medicine, bone-marrow transplant, cardiac bypass, eye surgery and hip 
replacement. Lower treatment cost does not necessarily mean lower healthcare standards.  
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Advantages for medical treatment in India include: 
• Reduced costs 
• The availability of latest medical technologies 
• Growing compliance on international quality standards 
• Foreigners are less likely to face a language barrier in India as some hospitals have language translators.   

Table 2: Comparative pricing for medical services 

 
Government support 
 
The Indian government is taking steps to address infrastructure issues that hinder the country's growth in medical tourism.  

• The government has removed visa restrictions on tourist visas that required a two-month gap between consecutive 
visits for people from Gulf countries which is likely to boost medical tourism. 

• The ministry of tourism (MOT) has introduced Medical visa to facilitate inbound medical tourism which was earlier 
valid for 6 months has been extended to 3years and this procedure is   completed in 48 hours. 

• The National Health Policy introduced by the government recognizes medical tourism as export of services which 
leads to flow of money in the economy, so hospitals enjoy the low import duty on the medical equipment as an 
incentive. 

• Efforts are also being made to launch campaigns in the overseas markets that further project India as the attractive 
medical tourism destination.   

• The private sector needs to self-govern with transparency and controls.  
 
Role of CII 
 
India has only private institutions participating in Medical Tourism. CII has been attempting to bring several medical institutions 
under one umbrella.  
 
 
 
 

While a large number of the private hospitals in India willing to provide medical treatment to patients 
irrespective of nationality, only a few are in the forefront of promoting the health-hospitality mix. 
Some of the corporate hospitals in India that lead the medical tourism revolution are: 
Leading hospitals 

• Escorts Heart Institute & Research Centre 
• Apollo Hospitals 
• Wockhardt Hospitals 
• Aravind Eye Hospitals 
• Fortis Healthcare 
• Leelawati Hospital 
• Dr. Vivek Saggar's Dental Care & Cure Centre 
• NM Excellence 
• Manipal Hospital 
• PD Hinduja National Hospital & Medical Research Centre 
• LV Prasad Eye Institute 
• B.M.Birla Herat Research Centre 
• Christian Medical College 
• Tata Memorial Cancer Hospital 
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Best Model 
The city of Chennai has been termed India's health capital. Multi- and super-specialty hospitals across the 
city bring in an estimated 150 international patients every day. Chennai attracts about 45 percent of health 
tourists from abroad arriving in the country and 30 to 40 percent of domestic health tourists. Factors behind 
the tourists inflow in the city include low costs, little to no waiting period, and facilities offered at the 
specialty hospitals in the city. The city has an estimated 12,500 hospital beds, of which only half is used by 
the city's population with the rest being shared by patients from other states of the country and foreigners. 
However, though Kerala has strongly focused on Ayurveda and its wide array of treatments and medications, 
good facilities are also available in the other traditional forms of medicine as well as in modern medical 
treatment which has been realized the world over. They have competent doctors and world class medical 
facilities. Kerala also participates in various trade shows and expos for promoting its health tourism industry. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Major problems  
Though there are countless advantages and benefits to medical tourism, there are also a few disadvantages, dangers, and concerns. 
 
Problem faced by the medical tourists 

• Issues like difficulty in understanding local laws and lack of knowledge in scope of insurance pose a big problem. 
•  Foreigners have difficulty in finding best medical facility because lack of central connecting  body. 
• The tourist face language barrier which makes them reluctant to use the services. 

 
Problem faced by the economy providing medical tourism 
 

The primary services used by the tourist create a little value addition to neo-colonialism which leads to low skill development, low 
wages to the labours. So there is no job security, health care, organizing, work safety rules or environment standards. This also 
promotes development of illegal and/or destructive economic activities (markets for drugs, endangered species, etc.). In the decisions 
making process the corporate people and government officials play a major role which leads to anti-democratic practises where the 
industry is controlled by the elite group of people. This also increases practices like begging, hustling. This industry also creates 
unstable market with no regulation. 
  
Ethical issues 

• There can be major ethical issues around medical tourism such as Illegal purchase of organs and tissues for transplantation 
• Some policymakers argue that focusing on medical tourism will lead to a deepening of the inequities already embedded 

in the health care system. 
 
Environmental Impact 
 

Medical tourism creates great pressure on local resources like energy, food and other raw material, which could be already in short 
supply in that country. Even natural resources like water, especially fresh water, is affected as medical tourism like any other tourism 
generally tends to overuse water resources for hotels, swimming pools, and personal use of water by the tourists. This results in 
shortage of water and degradation of water supplies as well as generating large volumes of waste water.  
 
Role of policy makers and political representatives to improve the situation 
Policy makers and political representatives can contribute in the growth of this sector by: 
� Developing necessary policy environment which supports cultural diversity and traditional cultural legacy. 
� Engaging the labour to participate in activities that add value to the community. 
� Restricting illegal activates and environment deterioration. 
� Developing proper system to disperse the benefits equally in the society. 
� Patronizing locally (community) owned enterprises and focusing on brand recognition. 
� Selecting development and activities that draw from local traditions and add value to the community and local economy. 

 
References  
http://all-about-health-tourism.blogspot.in/2010/05/health-tourism-boon-or-curse-what-is-it.html 
http://sinetinfo.com/pdf/chapters/MT1.pdf 
 http://dspace.iimk.ac.in/bitstream/2259/579/1/369- 
http://www.publishingindia.com/Uploads/SampleArticles/JHAR-Sample-Article.pdf 
http://www.mckinsey.com/locations/india/mckinseyonindia/pdf/Executive_Summary_India_Healthcare_Inspiring_pssibilities_and_ch
allenging_journey.pdf 
 
(Pallavi Ghosh & Neha Singh) 
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Promoting the Right to 
Education of Choice 
(Parth J. Shah, Oxford India Society, 17 July, 2013) 
 
The Indian education system does not effectively promote the 
prior right of parents to choose the kind of education that shall 
be given to their children. This column argues that the degree 
of freedom of not just parents, but also of school principals, 
teachers and education providers (‘edu-preneurs’) is a key 
determinant of quality and equity in education. This idea of 
parental choice has always been an important component of 
the Right to Education (RTE), but is hardly mentioned in the 
debates. 
 
All parents do not get to choose the school, principals and 
teachers in government get to choose the system but not the 
school, and ‘edu-preneurs’ cannot choose their own curricula, 
language of instruction, or whether to be non-profit or for-
profit. 
 
Suggested reforms 
·      Increase autonomy of state schools 
1. The principals should be education leaders, not just 

administrators. Government schools should hire teachers 
directly, not through the state education department. The 
salaries and perks for teachers should be set by the state, 
but hiring and performance assessment should be done at 
the school level. 

 
2. Financial autonomy- Shifting from the current method 

of funding government schools through lump sum grants 
to the per-student funding approach would provide strong 
incentives to schools to work hard to attract and retain 
students. 

 
3. To help schools assess their performance, and also help 

parents to make an informed choice, the government 
should conduct or contract an independent agency to carry 
out an annual learning outcome assessment (including 
private schools).  The entire assessment data, along with 
information on infrastructure, staff, and financial 
allocations should be placed in the public domain, 
preferably online.  

 
·      Provide access to aspirational schools 
1. Empowering marginalised and specific under-served 

groups of children to  go to aspirational schools through 
vouchers, cash transfers or charter/ community schools 
would be more effective for their educational 
achievements 

 
2. The RTE Act has already reserved 25% seats in private 

schools to socially and economically disadvantaged 
students, for which the government would pay private 
schools but there must be a transparent, fair and 
accountable method of implementation of the system. 

 

Encourage ‘edu-preneurs’ to promote quality and equity 
through choice and competition 
The education monopoly would serve the interests of the 
providers (bureaucracy, teachers and staff), not of the end-
users of the service (parents and students). So competition 
among providers is necessary. It also offers choices to parents 
and students. The role of the state in education needs to 
change from controller to facilitator, from producer to 
financier, and from inspector to informer. The role of the 
government is to liberate the supply side (facilitator role) and 
empower parents to make their own choices that are right for 
their children. 
 
http://policyblog.oxfordindiasociety.org.uk/2013/07/17/educat
ing-india-choice-autonomy-and-learning-outcomes/#more-296 
Date Accessed: 23.09.2013 
(Neha Singh) 
 

India Offers Line of Credit to 
Cuba for Renewable Energy 
Projects 
(The Indian Express, 20 September, 2013) 
  
India has offered Cuba lines of credit and expertise for 
developing renewable energy projects, as the Caribbean nation 
seeks to diversify energy mix for reducing its dependence on 
oil imports. “The offer was extended during meetings between 
visiting Minister of New and Renewable Energy Farooq 
Abdullah and Cuban leaders at Havana. Both the countries 
have agreed to enhance their cooperation in the renewable 
energy sector.” Farooq Abdullah offered India's support and 
expertise in setting up renewable projects as well as in 
capacity building and project preparation, according to an 
official statement. “He also urged the Cuban side to take 
advantage of the Lines of Credit offered by India in setting up 
renewable energy projects.” 
 
The Cuban leaders informed India of Cuba's strong desire to 
diversify its energy mix by exploiting its renewable energy 
resources, especially in wind and bagasse-based cogeneration 
projects. The minister briefed them on the energy situation in 
India and its plans in renewable energy. He explained that 
India currently has over 29 GW of grid-connected installed 
capacity using renewable sources of energy and it plans to add 
over 30 GW capacities by 2017. He also spoke on the success 
of India's wind programme as well as the significant cost 
reductions in solar energy through the Jawahar Lal Nehru 
National Solar Mission (JNNSM). 
 
Abdullah recalled India's long standing and traditionally warm 
relations with Cuba and said New Delhi has always supported 
the Cuban nation and its people. 
 
http://www.indianexpress.com/news/india-offers-line-of-
credit-to-cuba-for-renewable-energy-projects/1171855/2 
Date Accessed: 21.09.2013 
(Anjana John) 
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Government’s Plan 
to Control Rising 
Inflation in Cereals 
(Sanjeeb Mukherjee, Business 
Standard, 24 September, 2013) 
 
The government is planning to take 
some initiative to control for rising 
inflation in cereals and huge stock 
lying in its warehouses. They are 
planning to allow traders to purchase 
wheat for sale in the open market from 
Food Corporation of India (FCI) 
godowns situated in different states 
including Punjab and Haryana. The 
initiative will help in swifter 
liquidation of stocks, as per the 
officials. 

Currently 0.8-0.9 million tonnes have 
been lifted by the traders against the 
allocated 10 million tonnes of food 
grains allocated for sale in the open 
market by the government. 
Difficulty to transport grains from 
Punjab and Haryana to other 
consuming centres is the one of the 
factors restricting traders to purchase 
grains from FCI godowns. 
 
The accompanied graph clearly 
represents the quantity (in million 
tonnes) of rice and wheat required 
against the quantity (in million tonnes) 
of rice and wheat available in the 
government warehouses as on 1 
September. 
 
http://www.business-
standard.com/article/economy-
policy/firms-may-get-to-lift-wheat-
from-open-mkt-113092300723_1.html 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Shruti Issar) 
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POLITICS AND 
GOVERNANCE  

 

PowerMin Unveils 
Model Bill on 
Distribution 
Responsibility 
(Shishir Asthana, Business 
Standard, 26 September, 2013) 
 
The union power ministry has 
formulated a model State Electricity 
Distribution Management 
Responsibility Bill, 2013, on the lines 
of the Fiscal Responsibility and 
Budget Management (FRBM) Act.  
The Bill aims to address the need for 
distribution reforms in the power 
sector by providing for accountability 
of the state governments and by 
introducing measures for financial 
restructuring in this sector. 
  
To ensure accountability of the state 
government, the Bill requires state 
government to submit the electricity 
distribution management statement 
on the measures taken regarding 
distribution, in each financial year 
during the budget session. Secondly, 
the state government would have to 
lay down key performance indicators 
with regard to payment of dues by 
government departments and 
institutions, distribution loss cut 
trajectory, provisioning of subsidy, 
energy accounting and auditing, 
improvement in collection efficiency 
and recovery of past receivables. 
 
As per the Bill the distribution 
licensee would have to increase 
collection efficiency at 1.5 per cent a 
year if it is between 95 per cent to 99 
per cent, at 3 per cent if between 90 
per cent and 95 per cent and at 5 per 
cent if between 80 per cent and 90 per 
cent. The Bill has set a time limit of 3 
years to ensure 100 per cent metering 
and consumer indexing. It also 
envisages the establishment of special 
courts for settling theft cases within a 
year if not set up. 
 

As part of financial restructuring, the 
Bill envisages for the state 
government to make a financial 
restructuring plan (FRP) or other such 
schemes, a part of the state budget 
statements for effective monitoring of 
its impact on the state finances. 
Besides, the state government would 
ensure that the distribution licensee 
does not resort to short term loans for 
funding operational losses except as 
provided in the FRP. 
 
Such measures are aimed at improving 
electricity supply in the country by 
introducing measures which help in 
achieving not only financial and 
operational turn around but also 
ensure long term sustainability of state 
owned distribution licensee. However, 
some critics believe that unless the 
distribution is privatised or at least 
franchised, the objective of the model 
Bill would not materialise. Also, it has 
been pointed out that there is no teeth 
to the proposed Bill as penalties to the 
state are limited to denial of 
unallocated quota power. 
   
http://www.business-
standard.com/article/economy-
policy/new-power-distribution-bill-
lacks-power-113091600503_1.html 
Date accessed: 26.09.2013 
(Mahima Malik) 
 
 

India’s First Voter 
e-Registration Van 
Flagged Off in 
Hyderabad 
(The New Indian Express, 24 
September, 2103) 
 
The Andhra State Election 
Commission has launched India’s first 
mobile voter e-registration van in 
Hyderabad. The programme was a 
combined effort of Let’s Vote and 
InfoTech Enterprises. 
 
There are nearly 33 lakh people in the 
state who have crossed 18 years of age 
and are yet to be registered as voters. 
This new effort mainly aims the 
youngsters who understand the affairs 

of this country and yet fail to exercise 
their right to vote which is really 
saddening. The founder of Let’s Vote 
said that casting vote once in five 
years is the only chance we have to 
change the prospects of our country 
and every youngster should 
understand this. 
 
This is the first time in India that 
electronic voter registrations are being 
conducted through vans. “The 
concept, which was piloted in 
Hyderabad, intends to cover the entire 
country before 2014 general 
elections.”  
 
http://newindianexpress.com/states/an
dhra_pradesh/India%E2%80%99s-
first-voter-e-registration-van-flagged-
off-in-
Hyderabad/2013/09/24/article1800636
.ece 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Anjana John) 
 

Political 
Sponsorship to a 
Violent 
‘Underclass’ 
(The Hindu, 3 September, 2013) 
 
The article expresses the view that 
different forms of violence used by 
political parties to assert their 
ideological view and repress various 
forms of a citizen’s freedoms, 
indirectly contribute in 
perpetuating crimes such as rape, 
intolerance in society, violent 
protests and riots. It highlights that 
activities such as- “a Shiv Sena MLA 
abusing and threatening women 
employees of a toll booth in 
Maharashtra or Shiv Sena and 
Maharashtra Navnirman Sena party 
workers beating up North Indian 
migrant workers in Kolhapur, or 
supporters of a right wing party 
vandalising an art show in Ahmedabad 
for exhibiting works of Pakistani 
artists”- indirectly sanction violent 
behavior in society. 
  
By supporting violent groups, 
described as ‘lumpen proletariats’ or 
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‘the underclass’ in the article, the 
political system has “strengthened the 
foundation of violent acts all over the 
country.” The writer points out that a 
skewed development and unequal 
distribution of resources can help in 
explaining the nexus between the 
political warlords emerging from the 
‘underclass’ and the political system 
exists. He writes that, “the 
combination of economic prosperity 
for a select few and abject poverty 
for large sections of the population 
is a guaranteed recipe for social 
combustion. When privilege, or 
nepotism, determines access to 
scarce resources, conflict is bound 
to erupt. Inequality, of any kind, 
remains the spring-well for all 
conflicts.” 
  
To counter such crimes policymakers 
must take ahead policing reforms 
aimed to free police from political 
influence, which have been long 
overdue. Also, lack of proper 
investigation and poor documentation 
by the police needs to be addressed. 
The Supreme Court in 2006 had 
suggested seven measures to improve 
the police force which have been 
ignored. In concluding, the article 
mentions that the first step to 
reforms is to provide everybody 
with equal opportunity — access to 
education, employment, health care 
and all basic infrastructure. 
  
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead
/the-political-overlords-of-a-violent-
underclass/article5086561.ece 
Date accessed: 19.09.2013 
(Mahima Malik) 
 

Methodology for 
Coal Block Auction 
Approved by 
Central 
Government 
(Press Information Bureau, 25 
September, 2013) 
  
The Central Government has approved 
the methodology for auction of coal 
blocks by competitive bidding which 

provides for auctioning the fully 
explored coal blocks and fast tracking 
the auction by exploration of 
regionally explored blocks through up 
gradation of geological data to a 
reasonable level of certainty.  
 
The methodology also provides for 
production linked payment on rupee 
per tonne basis, plus a basic upfront 
payment of 10% of the intrinsic value 
of the coal block, which will be 
calculated on the basis of Net Present 
Value (NPV) of the block arrived at 
through Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 
method. To benchmark the selling 
price of coal, the international FoB 
price from the public indices like 
Argus/Platts will be used by adjusting 
it by 15% to provide for inland 
transport cost which would give the 
mine mouth price. In order to avoid 
short term volatility the average sale 
price will be calculated by taking 
prices during the last 5 years. For the 
regulated power sector, it has been 
decided to provide for 90% discount 
on the intrinsic value for tariff based 
bidding. This methodology will help 
in rationalizing the power tariff. 
 
In order to ensure firm commitment, 
there would be an agreement between 
Ministry and the bidder to perform 
agreed minimum work programmes at 
all stages. There would be 
development stage obligations in 
terms of milestones to be achieved 
such as getting mining lease, obtaining 
environment/forest clearances etc. The 
bidder will have to give performance 
guarantee during the developmental 
stage. The successful bidder will get 2 
years for exploration (for regionally 
upgraded blocks) and 5 years for 
development of coal blocks.  
 
The new policy also provides for 
relinquishment of the block without 
penalty provided, the bidder has 
carried out minimum work 
programme stipulated in the 
agreement. 
 
Ministry of Environment and Forest 
will review the details of the coal 
blocks and communicate its findings 
before the blocks are put to auction. 
However, final approval will be 

subject to the statutory clearances 
under the law.  
 
Exploration activities in identified 
coal blocks are at advanced stage and 
are likely to be completed shortly. 
Thereafter these blocks would be put 
to auction under the Competitive 
Bidding of the Coal Mines Rules, 
2012, which were notified on 
February 2, 2012. 
 
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/erelease.aspx?
relid=99664 
Date Accessed: 25.09.2013 
(Ashwin Varghese) 

 

DEVELOPMENT  
Mizoram’s New 
Land Use Policy 
Creates Prosperity 
For Farmers 
(Zodin Sanga, YuvaDesh, 18 
September, 2013) 

 
Mizoram has managed to fulfil its 
target of 1.2 lakhs benificiaries of the 
New Land Use Policy launched in 
2010. This target has been achieved in 
three years as against the stipulated 
five-year time period.The 2,873-crore 
project was aimed at solving the 
problem of food scarcity by moving 
away from shifting cultivation to 
permanent farming. 
 
After meeting the target of 1.2 lakh 
beneficiaries, a proposal has been 
submitted to the Planning Commission 
to include additional 15,000 families 
to profit from the project. Chief 
Minister, Lal Thanhawla  said, 
“Another fresh 15,000 beneficiaries 
are proposed to be covered for which 
supplementary plan has been 
submitted to the Planning 
Commission". He added that the 
Planning Commission had released � 
1,208.82 crore upto the fourth year 
against the additional central 
assistance (ACA) component.  
 
Broom cultivation is the major trade 
under the NLUP soil and water 
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conservation sector. 265 families in 
Serchhip district are involved in 
broom cultivation. The annual produce 
of broomstick is 293 quintals. 
However, Kolasib district in northern 
Mizoram has the largest number of 
families doing broom cultivation. It 
has produced 5428 quintals of 
broomsticks, 3918.19 quintals in green 
form and 1510.67 in dry form. As 
many as 965 families in 43 villages in 
Kolasib district are engaged in broom 
cultivation. 
 
http://yuvadesh.in/323/Mizoram-New-
Land-Use-Policy-Creates-Prosperity-
For-Farmers 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Pallavi Ghosh) 
 

Land and Power 
Issues Impeding 
Industrial Growth 
in Assam:CM 
 
(Nagaland Post, 23th September, 
2013) 
 
According to Assam Chief Minister, 
Tarun Gogoi land and power are two 
major problems which is impeding 
industrial growth in the state of 
Assam. Therefore the Assam State 
Government has sought to re look at 
the land problem and asked the deputy 
commissioner to identify the land 
available in their area and come up 
with new land bank as the 
Government has almost exhausted 
available land in the land banks 
created earlier. The Government is 
also going to allow its agency to 
purchase land in market price and then 
give it for industrial purpose. In 
addition to this the state government 
has directed its industry promoting 
arm, Assam Industrial Development 
Corporation (AIDC) to go all out and 
purchase land whenever there is 
opportunity.  
 
In response to the power crisis Assam 
Government reported that it is 
expecting the power situation to 
improve drastically by the next year as 
it will start getting power from the 

new projects, plus the Government 
plans to invest in the renewal energy 
front in a big way. 
 
The Minister also pointed that despite 
various problems Assam has recorded 
fourth highest rate of investment 
implementation amid industrialised 
states across India as of March 2013” 
according to the study conducted by 
the Associated Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry of India 
(ASSOCHAM). 
 
However the same study also 
highlights that as of March 2013, 22.5 
per cent investments in the state of 
Assam are in its announcement stage, 
while, implementation of over 5 per 
cent investments was stalled due to 
various reasons and there is no 
information of the remaining projects. 
 
http://www.nagalandpost.com/Channe
lNews/Regional/RegionalNews.aspx?
news=TkVXUzEwMDA0NjAwMQ%
3d%3d-z4l7HacprG0%3d 
Date Accessed 25.09.2013 
(Junty Sharma Pathak) 
 

GOVERNMENT  
 

Government’s 
Austerity Measure 
to Control Fiscal 
Deficit 
(Business Standard, 18 
September, 2013) 

 
Government in the way to cut non-
plan expenditure by 10%, has banned 
its departments from holding 
meetings in 5-star hotels and officials 
barred from executive class air travel. 
In addition, the Finance Ministry has 
restricted buying of new vehicles, 
creating new jobs or filling vacant 
posts for over one year. It has also 
directed that the size of delegations 
going abroad should be kept at 
“absolute minimum.” 
 
In the last fiscal year, the various 
austerity measures helped 
government to restrict fiscal deficit at 

4.9% of GDP, against the budgeted 
target of 5.1%. In extension to that 
the target deficit for 2013-14 is aimed 
at 4.8% of GDP. 
 
"Such measures are intended at 
promoting fiscal discipline, without 
restricting the operational efficiency 
of the government. In the context of 
the current fiscal situation, there is a 
need to continue to rationalise 
expenditure and optimize available 
resources," said the Finance Minister, 
P Chidambaram. 
 
http://www.business-
standard.com/article/current-
affairs/govt-launches-austerity-drive-
bans-meetings-in-5-star-hotels-
113091800894_1.html 
Date accessed : 23.09.2013 
(Shruti Issar) 
 

Growing 
Marginalisation of 
STs in Govt. 
Employment 
(im4change) 
 
A report by Asian Centre for Human 
Rights, released on 18 September 
2013, provides renewed evidence of 
marginalisation of Scheduled Tribes 
(STs) in government employment. It 
suggests that exclusion is growing 
despite government policies of 
reservation.   
 
As of May 2013, there was a backlog 
of 12,195 posts in the Central 
Government. During 2010-11, there 
were only 4 ST officers in a total of 
149 Secretaries to Central 
Government, which is a mere 2.68%. 
Representation of STs is low at other 
levels also: 1.85% at additional 
secretary level, 3.14% at joint 
secretary level, 1.2% at the level of 
directors. 
 
According to information provided 
by the University Grants Commission 
(UGC) under the Right to 
Information Act, the representation of 
the STs in various posts has come 
down during 2006-07 to 2010-11. 
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Position 

Percentage 
Representation 
of ST ([No.of 
STs/Total]*100)

 

  2006-07 2010-11 

Professors 3.88% 0.24% 

Readers 1.03% 0.32% 

Lecturers 4.43% 3.63% 

 
According to ACHR, the exclusion in 
all of the above areas is deliberately 
engineered: “Even though the ST 
candidates fulfill qualifying criteria 
for selection for the various posts, 
they are often rejected with one line 
statement “no suitable candidate 
found”. This has become an alibi to 
de-reserve the reserve seats for 
general category.” 
 
http://www.im4change.org/news-
alerts/india039s-growing-adivasi-st-
deficit-22698.html 
Date Accessed: 25.09.2013 
(Amrutha Jose Pampackal) 
 

Panel to Study 
Inclusion of Petrol, 
Alcohol in GST 
(Business Standard, 20 September, 
2013) 

 
The Empowered Committee (EC) of 
State Finance Ministers constituted a 
sub-committee panel on September 
19, to assess incorporating liquor and 
petroleum products in the proposed 
goods and services tax (GST). The 
panel will consist of officials of the 
Centre and state governments. The 
Constitution amendment bill as 
tabled by the Finance Ministry in 
Parliament had excluded these 
products from the ambit of GST. 
 
The panel will assess in context of 
the GST:  
● Recommendations of the 
standing committee 

● Revised draft of the Constitution 
amendment Bill 
● Earlier decisions of states on the 
GST layout 
● Response to be given to the 
Finance Commission 
 
Based on the findings of the sub-
committee, the EC will seek 
consensus with the finance ministry 
for the introduction of the GST bill in 
the winter session of Parliament. 
 
http://www.business-
standard.com/article/economy-
policy/panel-set-up-to-study-
inclusion-of-petrol-alcohol-in-gst-
113091900147_1.html 
Date accessed: 21.09.2013 
(Divashri Mathur) 
 

 Govt Compromises 
Manipur’s Land to 
Please Myanmar: 
Oppn 
(Nagaland Post, 23th September, 
2013) 
 
Opposition parties in Manipur have 
demanded immediate halt of the 
ongoing border fencing work at the 
Manipur sector of the Indo-Myanmar 
border fearing that large areas of 
Manipur will be included in 
Myanmar territory unreasonably due 
to the fencing.  
 
Alleging the Chief Minister of 
Manipur Ibobi Singh and his 
Government of compromising state’s 
territory to please Myanmar 
Government, the opposition parties 
have urged the State Government of 
Manipur to press the Union 
Government for a re-survey of the 
border. The opposition has “further 
alleged Ibobi Government of taking 
Rs 5.8 lakhs from the Central 
Government as compensation of the 
lost territories, instead of protecting 
it.” 
 
On the other hand, president of the 
Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) 
“has questioned whether India was 
following a foreign policy aimed at 

persuading Myanmar Government to 
flush out Manipur rebels taking 
shelter in their territory in exchange 
for land of the state.” 
 
http://www.nagalandpost.com/Chann
elNews/Regional/RegionalNews.aspx
?news=TkVXUzEwMDA0NjAwMg
%3d%3d-NI4oMGhWgUk%3d 
Date Accessed: 25.09.2013 
(Junty Sharma Pathak) 

 
PANCHAYATI 

RAJ 
 

Goa Government’s 
Grassroots 
Democracy 
Muddled: Church  
(Zee News, 21 August, 2013) 
  
In a statement issued by the Council 
for Social Justice and Peace (CSJP), a 
grassroots social organisation of the 
Catholic Church in Goa, accusing the 
state government of pitting Gram 
Sabhas against the elected 
representatives of the village 
Panchayats said that “the Goa 
government is muddled as far as 
grassroots democratic concepts are 
concerned”, and that “the state 
government was trying to bypass basic 
Panchayat Raj principles in the 
decision-making processes.” 
  
The Church's comments came at a 
time when the state government had 
asked “all elected members of 
panchayats and zilla panchayats to 
make suggestions in order to amend 
the Panchayati Raj act and other issues 
related to grassroots governance. 
Further the Church in Goa is an 
influential socio-religious entity 
because nearly 30 percent of the state's 
population is Catholic.  
 
CSJP executive secretary Fr Savio 
Fernandes warned that the attempts to 
bypass Gram Sabhas from decision-
making were equivalent to a ‘divide 
and rule’ approach at village level. He 
further said that in leaving the Gram 
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Sabhas out of the loop, the amendment 
process would defy the principles of 
the grassroots-empowering legislation.   
The state Government and Gram 
Sabha bodies have been in dispute, 
over the past few years in several of 
the nearly 200 village Panchayats, 
over issues related to real estate, 
development norms, mining 
regulations, etc. 
 
“The Council hereby reminds the 
government that elected 
representatives are voted into public 
office to govern on behalf of the 
people and not to reign over them. 
Therefore, the gram sabha must also 
have their due share in any 
consultation on laws and policies 
which are ultimately for the benefit of 
society” said Fr. Fernandes. 
 
http://zeenews.india.com/news/goa/go
a-government-s-grassroots-
democracy-muddled-
church_870605.html 
Date Accessed: 25.09.2013 
(Ashwin Varghese) 

 

SECURITY 
 

India Among Top 
Targets of Spying 
by NSA 
(The Hindu, Glenn Greenwald & 
Shobhan Saxena, 23 September 
2013) 
 
In the overall list of countries spied on 
by NSA programs, India stands at fifth 
place, with billions of pieces of 
information plucked from its 
telephone and internet networks just in 
30 days. Among the BRICS group of 
emerging nations, India was the 
number one target. 
 
According to top-secret documents 
provided to The Hindu by NSA 
whistleblower Edward Snowden, the 
American agency carried out 
intelligence gathering activities in 
India using at least two major 
programs: The first, Boundless 
Informant, a data-mining system was 
used for monitoring telephone calls 

and access to the internet in India. The 
second, PRISM, a program which 
intercepts and collects actual content, 
collected information about certain 
specific (non terrorism related ) issues 
through Google, Microsoft, Facebook, 
Yahoo, Apple, YouTube and several 
other web-based services. 
 
A spokesman of the U.S. 
government’s Office of the Director of 
National Intelligence declined to 
respond questions about whether they 
had received the cooperation of Indian 
telecom companies. 
Though top Indian officials have been 
rather dismissive of the disclosures, 
with Minister for External Affairs 
Salman Khurshid even defending the 
U.S. surveillance program by saying 
that “it is not… actually snooping,” 
the NSA documents obtained show 
that Boundless Informant is also used 
by the agency to give its managers 
summaries of the intelligence it 
gathers worldwide, thus making it the 
foundation of the global surveillance 
programs. 
 
The collection of telephone call 
metadata is serious business. Several 
Information Technology experts The 
Hindu spoke to said a detailed account 
of an individual’s private and 
professional life can be constructed 
from metadata, which is actually the 
record of phone number of every 
caller and recipient; the unique serial 
number of the phones involved; the 
time and duration of each phone call; 
and potentially the location of each 
caller and recipient at the time of the 
call. The same applies to e-mails and 
other Internet activities of an 
individual. 
 
Because this metadata is machine-
readable, and therefore searchable, it 
makes intensive surveillance possible 
as all records are available to NSA 
agents, without a warrant or court 
order. Citizen’s rights groups see it as 
a serious violation of people’s privacy 
and personal data. 
 
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/
india-among-top-targets-of-spying-by-
nsa/article5157526.ece?homepage=true 
Date accessed: 23.09.2013 

(Gayatri Verma) 
 

SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC 
EXCLUSION  
 

No Rehabilitation 
for Ex-Manual 
Scavengers 
(Smriti Kak Ramchandran,  The 
Hindu, 23 September, 2013) 
 
Despite a new bill [Prohibition of 
Employment as Manual Scavengers 
and their Rehabilitation Bill, 2012] 
against the profession, manual 
scavengers say they have been left in 
the lurch as no rehabilitation measures 
are available yet. The assurance of 
rehabilitation remains an unfulfilled 
promise, notes Prakashwati an ex 
manual scavenger who was working in 
Greater Noida, she says, “For six 
months now we have no means of 
earning any money... We were assured 
there will be jobs and compensation, 
our photographs were clicked for 
some kind of a card, but there has 
been nothing so far.” 
 
Women engaged in manual 
scavenging stand on baskets to 
symbolise an end to the profession.— 
Photo: Monica Tiwari 
 
“The passing of the bill is a beginning, 
but there are several ambiguities that 
need to be addressed. The first being 
identifying who a manual scavenger is 
and the loopholes that make the 
rehabilitation programmes ineffective. 
There seems to be no plan in the bill 
for the rehabilitation of workers who 
climb down into underground sewers,” 
says Mr. Wilson Bezwada convenor of 
the Safai Karamchari Andolan. 
 
Mr. Bezwada notes that the Central 
Sector Scheme for Rehabilitation of 
Manual Scavengers, approved by the 
Cabinet in December 2006, was to be 
administered as a national priority to 
rehabilitate the remaining 3,42,468 
manual scavengers and their 
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dependents. However the annual fund 
allocation for the scheme, in several 
States either lies unused or 
inadequately spent. 
 
Mr. Bezwada says “the first step 
towards rehabilitation is finding the 
exact number of those still being 
forced to work as manual scavengers. 
There are States that have given an 
undertaking that there are no manual 
scavengers in their region; the 
Railways too have not been able to 
implement practices that were meant 
to eradicate the practice in a time-
bound manner.” 
 
Even as thousands of manual 
scavengers await rehabilitation, 
referring to the need for a holistic 
rehabilitation plan, Union Social 
Justice and Empowerment Minister 
Kumari Selja said, “the government 
will focus on the issue. They may 
have no other avenue of livelihood,” 
she said. 
 
The Minister said that the passing of 
the bill means all unhygienic toilets 
will be demolished and States made 
accountable for eradicating the 
practice. “The last Census showed that 
there are about 26 lakh unhygienic 
toilets still in use, we have asked the 
local authorities to carry out fresh 
surveys, and have given a time period 
of nine months to end this. The local 
authorities will be held responsible for 
any dereliction,” she said. 
 
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-
paper/tp-national/tp-newdelhi/no-
rehabilitation-for-exmanual-
scavengers/article5158605.ece 
Date Accessed: 23.09.2013 
(Ashwin Varghese) 
 

EDUCATION  
Union Government 
Clears Proposal for 
Regulating Play 
Schools 
(The Echo of India, 20 September, 
2013) 
 

The Union government has cleared a 
proposal for regulating and monitoring 
the quality of care and education 
provided to children at play schools 
and crèches across the country. “The 
Cabinet approved the draft policy of 
the National Early Childhood Care 
and Education (NECCE) for setting up 
of a national council to establish 
guidelines for the standardisation of 
teaching and learning aids, trained 
manpower, sanitation and hygiene 
norms etc in play schools and day care 
centres.” It specifies the minimum 
qualification required for a teacher at 
such centres and all the centres have to 
be registered with the government 
under this policy. 
  
Under this policy, a curriculum 
framework and quality standards have 
to be developed and circulated to the 
states for preparation and 
implementation of action plans. It also 
includes setting up penal provisions in 
case of non-compliance of these 
guidelines. “The policy would be 
implemented through National and 
state ECCE Councils but the Ministry 
of Women and Child Development 
will have the power to make necessary 
changes in it. The policy would help 
158.7 million children under six years 
of age who need holistic and 
integrated early childhood care.” 
  
http://www.echoofindia.com/new-
delhi-govt-clears-proposal-regulating-
play-schools-38995 
Date Accessed: 23.09.2013 
(Anjana John) 
 

Higher Education 
Reforms 
(Prashant K. Nanda , Asit Ranjan 
Mishra , Live Mint, 24 September, 
2013) 
  
The HRD Ministry has proposed a 
new programme called Rashtriya 
Ucchatar Shiksha Abhiyan which aims 
to limit the number of colleges 
affiliated to a university, set up more 
universities, route funding through 
state governments to institutions, 
make universities more accountable, 
and get states to commit to spend 
more on higher education institutions. 

Under this scheme the HRD ministry 
plans to spend Rs.99,000 crore as part 
of the scheme over the 12th Plan 
(2012-17) and 13th Plan (2017-22) 
periods. 
 
The enrolment in India’s higher 
education institutions is too low 
around 19-30% and it needs to 
increase in the next seven years so as 
to create a bigger pool of qualified 
professionals to fulfil the needs of a 
growing economy. So, HRD ministry 
has sought to open more and more 
colleges and also suggested major 
changes like focusing more on the 
quality of the institution, providing 
infrastructure and changes in the way 
such institutions are funded. Under the 
present system the UGC funds less 
than 40% of the total number of higher 
education institutions in the country 
and the bulk of this allocation goes to 
those run by the central government. 
Almost 95% of the higher education 
institutions are under the purview of 
the states but the central government 
institutions get bulk of the funding. 
 
As part of the scheme, the funding to 
institutions in the states will be 
performance-linked with up to 90% of 
it coming from the central 
government. Each state government 
will be required to set up a higher 
education council that will channel 
funds from the central government to 
colleges and universities unlike the 
current system where the money 
directly goes to a college. States will 
monitor the fund flow and will 
commit that their higher education 
spending will not shrink year after 
year. States have to spend at least 4% 
of the state GDP (gross domestic 
product) on higher education. The 
scheme will also limit the number of 
colleges affiliated to a university to 
200, to improve governance. Some of 
the universities currently have a large 
number of colleges under them. 
 
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/9x2
SbAQSFCtyMP10Db2rWO/Higher-
education-reforms-ready-for-
rollout.html 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Neha Singh) 
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HEALTH  
 

Govt to Check out 
Mental State of the 
Nation 
(Mumbai Mirror, 18 September 
2013) 
  
The Ministry of Health and Family 
Welfare has commissioned Bangalore-
based National Institute of Mental 
Health and Neurosciences 
(NIMHANS) to conduct a survey on 
the prevalence of mental health 
problems across India. “The aim of the 
survey is to further efforts to raise 
awareness on mental health and 
enhance facilities to treat health with 
psychological problems.” The 
decision comes in the wake of a World 
Health Organisation (WHO) report 
which stressed the need for early 
detection and intervention of mental 
illness.   
  
The survey will kick off in 
Karnataka's Kolar district in 
November this year. The survey will 
then be extended to other cities and 
towns across the country once the 
Kolar results are in and is expected to 
be completed by 2015. All resources 
for the survey will be employed by 
NIMHANS. “The survey tool, 
basically a questionnaire, has to be 
translated in various local languages. 
After the tool is tested in Kolar, the 
validity of the survey will be known. 
Since it is a pan India survey, it will 
help improve pathways to care and 
improve facilities all over the 
country.” 
  
http://www.mumbaimirror.com/news/i
ndia/Govt-to-check-out-mental-state-
of-the-
nation/articleshow/22674926.cms 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Anjana John) 

 
 

Open Defecation 
Linked To Stunting 
In Indian Children  
(Kundan Pandey, Down To Earth, 
23 September, 2013) 
 
A research conducted by the Dean 
Spears from the Centre for 
Development Economics at the Delhi 
School of Economics along with 
Arabinda Ghosh, an IAS official, and 
Oliver Cumming of the London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine has once again highlighted 
the problem of sanitation in India. It 
has been found that 10 per cent 
increase in open defecation is 
associated with a 0.7 per cent increase 
in stunting in 112 districts in India. 
 
“The researchers used recently 
published data on levels of stunting in 
112 districts of India to explore the 
relationship between open defecation 
and stunting within the population in 
these districts. The researchers carried 
out a statistical analysis after adjusting 
potential confounding factors such as 
socio-economic status, maternal 
education and calorie availability. 
They found that stunting figure of the 
districts where people defecate in the 
open is higher.” 
Some of the alarming figures from the 
studied districts are: 
 
· Over half of the children are 

stunted, and almost a third of 
children are severely stunted 

· Over 70 per cent of households 
defecate in the open and 71 out of 
every 1,000 babies born alive die 
before they are one year old.  

 
The report has brought the focus on 
effective policy to combat the issue of 
sanitation since many of the  recent 
reports have projected that open 
defecation is much more common in 
India than in many poor African 
countries. The Planning Commission 
report on Evaluation Study on Total 
Sanitation Campaign, 2013, suggests 
that around 72.63 per cent of rural 
India still defecates in the open while 
only 31.1 per cent households in 
Nigeria, 38.3 households in Ethiopia, 

and 12. 1 per cent households in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo 
defecate in the open. 
 
The situation is even more alarming 
because the high density of population 
in India has a potential to compound 
the problem. The failure of the 
Government to respond to the issue is 
evident in the Planning Commission 
evaluation report of Total Sanitation 
Campaign report. There have been 
plans to stop the practice of open 
defecation by providing access to 
toilets to individual households, 
schools and anganwadis but no major 
progress has been made. 
 
http://www.downtoearth.org.in/conten
t/open-defecation-linked-stunting-
indian-children 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Simi Sunny) 
 

ENERGY 
 

Emphasis on Power 
Generation from 
New and Renewable 
Energy Sources for 
Inclusive Growth 
(Press Information Bureau, 24 
September, 2013) 
  
Dr. Farooq Abdullah, Minister for 
New and Renewable Energy while 
delivering his inaugural address on the 
Stakeholders Workshop on New and 
Renewable Energy in the Capital 
stressed on the importance of the new 
and renewable energy sources in 
providing energy access to almost 40 
per cent of the country’s population 
where conventional sources of energy 
are more difficult to reach on account 
of remote and inaccessible locations. 
The Minister hoped that renewable 
energy could become the biggest 
driver of inclusive growth in rural and 
remote areas. He further stated that the 
cost of power generation renewable 
energy sources such as solar/wind / 
bio-mass etc. has come down from 
Rs.18 to Rs. 8 per unit, which is 
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further expected to go down, in the 
coming years. 
 
Highlighting the progress made by 
India in the field of new and 
renewable energy, Dr. Abdullah 
stated, “UPA has given a big thrust to 
this area and the Jawaharlal Nehru 
Solar Mission launched in January, 
2010 has led to great success in the 
area of Wind power, Solar power and 
Bio-mass etc. India today has become 
no. 5 in wind power generation and 
has developed wind turbines capable 
of generating 8 Megawatt of power.”  
 
Dr Abdullah also highlighted the 
importance of the Green Buildings 
concept of saving the energy, since 
almost 40 per cent of the total energy 
is utilized in the building sector. The 
Ministry is emphatically promoting 
green buildings and every new 
Government building to come up shall 
have a GRIHA (Green Rating for 
Integrated Habitat Assessment) rating 
of 3 and above.  
 
Further, Mr Shashi Kant Sharma, the 
Comptroller and Auditor General of 
India, said, “CAG has planned to 
undertake an All India Performance 
Audit of the New and Renewable 
Energy sector in the near future owing 
to the tremendous growth potential of 
renewable energy and its growing 
importance for the economy and well 
being of the population at large.” 
  
Shri Sharma said that the CAG 
organization possesses a good 
experience of undertaking 
Performance Audit, which provides an 
independent assessment of the extent 
to which the audited entity, 
programme or organization operates 
efficiently and effectively, with due 
regard to economy.  
  
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/erelease.aspx?
relid=99607 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Ashwin Varghese) 
 

 
 
 

TECHNOLOGY  
 

Transparency and 
Trust Creating 
Technology 
(Business Line, 22 September, 2013) 
 
Hatsun Agro Product Ltd’s 
procurement centre at Ariyakulam in 
Dharmapuri district of Tamil Nadu has 
shifted to Bulgarian-made ultrasonic 
Ekomilk analysers for testing the 
quality of procured milk from the 
villages. It has 2,500 analysers at 
4,800 procurement centres covering 
8,000 odd villages. 
 
In the process 90ml sample of the milk 
is drawn and put in an automatic 
stirrer for 10 seconds to remove any 
air bubbles. The testing-ready sample 
is next placed on an ‘Ekomilk’ 
analyser. In about 40 seconds, the 
analyser shows fat content and solids 
not fat content(SNF). Then the entire 
consignment of milk is taken to a 
connected electronic weighing scale 
which indicates the total quantity 
poured, the rate corresponding to the 
fat/SNF content in the sample and 
payment to be made, besides the date 
and time of supply. Not only is the 
farmer paid for the quality of milk 
supplied but he also gets to see 
everything which makes the system 
very transparent. It further 
incentivised the farmer to supply more 
and better quality of milk 
 
Moreover, unlike the traditional 
Gerber-lactometer method that uses 
chemicals (sulphuric acid and amyl 
alcohol) to estimate fat/SNF content 
and requires a minimum batch of 
testing samples, the Ekomilk analyser 
gives instant results which leaves no 
scope for the procurement centre 
person to ‘play favourites’ by 
swapping one farmer’s sample with 
that of another. Also, every transaction 
is recorded. The moment the keyboard 
is punched, the data enters the system 
for transfer to Hatsun Agro’s server 
either directly via GPRS or a USB 

flash drive collected by the dairy 
tanker. 
 
http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/
opinion/columns/harish-damodaran/it-
pays-to-work-with-
farmers/article5157095.ece?homepage
=true 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Neha Singh) 
 

ENVIRONMENT  
 

Up Scaling Energy 
Efficient 
Production in Small 
Scale Steel Industry 
in India  
(UNDP) 
 
UNDP has launched a new project in 
partnership with the Government of 
India and supported by AusAid, which 
aims to upscale energy efficient 
interventions in the sub-sectors of the 
steel re-rolling mills sector from the 
ongoing pilot UNDP-GEF project. 
This will enable mitigation of  
greenhouse gases(GHG) emissions 
and lead to improvement in 
productivity. 
 
Highlights of the Project 
· The project aims to upscale 

energy efficient interventions in 
the sub-sectors of the steel re-
rolling mills 

· Support will be provided to 
generate awareness in the sector 
about energy efficiency 
intervention 

· Interventions in 300 units are 
expected to save USD 20-25 
million annually in energy costs 

· Energy efficient technologies will 
also be piloted in five units in 
other sub-sector of small scale 
steel industry such as the 
Induction furnace units   
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  Project 
Overview                             

 

Status Ongoing 

Time Period 
of the Project 

2013-2014 

Geographic 
Coverage 

National-level 

Focus Area Environment and 
Energy 

Partners Ministry of Steel, 
Government of 
India; AusAid 

  
http://www.in.undp.org/content/india/
en/home/operations/projects/environm
ent_and_energy/ongoing-
projects/upscaling-energy-efficient-
production-in-small-scale-steel-indus/ 
Date Accessed: 23.09.2013 
(Neha Singh) 
 

 LAW AND 
JUSTICE 
 
Fast-track courts 
slow down justice 
(Smriti Singh, Times of India, 
September, 20, 2013) 
Recently constituted six fast-track 
court in Delhi to ensure speedy justice 
in cases of sexual assault have shown 
slower disposal rate of cases as 
compared to regular courts in previous 
years. Statistics reveals that disposal 
rate of rape cases was actually highter 
when regular courts decided these 
cases. 
The six fast-track courts, set up this 
January to enable day-to-day trial, 
have only been able to dispose of 380 
cases by August 15, 2013. This come 
to an average of 48-50 cases in a 
month. By contrast, case disposal rate 
in 2010 was 59 and 54 in year 2011. 
At the end of 2012, there were 1400 
pending rape cases. These, along with 
fresh rape cases filed this year, have 
all been distributed among these six 
designated fast-track courts. Each 
court have atleast 300 cases. Rajiv 
Khosla, lawyer and ex-officio member 
of Delhi Bar Association said, “The 

fast-track courts are overburdened. 
They cannot act like fast-track couts if 
all cases come to them. The need is to 
have more courts and divide the cases 
properly.” 
As of now, there are more than 70 
posts to be filled in Delhi high judicial 
services and over 100 post in the 
lower judiciary. Khosla said, “No one 
wants to see the real cause. Speedy 
disposal is not possible without a 
proper structure. In most cases, the 
witnesses don’t come or the IO is not 
present. All these things delay a trail.” 
The fast-track courts successfully 
bring down the pendency period of 
each rape case because of day-to-day 
trail. RN Vats, president of the Delhi 
Bar Association said, “The disposal of 
the fast-track courts have been 
satisfactory seeing the workload they 
have. If the vacancies are filled soon, 
it would really help.” 
  
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city
/delhi/Fast-track-courts-slow-down-
justice/articleshow/22774295.cms? 
Date Accessed: 23.09.2013 
(Jeet Singh) 
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CASTEISM 
 

Initiative of ‘Dalit 
Capitalism’ Not 
Enough To End 
Caste System 
(Ashwini Deshpande, LiveMint, 23 
September, 2013) 
 
Official data has countered the Dalit 
Indian Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry’s (DICCI) belief that “Dalit 
Capitalism” ( i.e. encouraging Dalits 
to be entrepreneurs)  and not “job 
reservations”, will help the Dalits to 
end the caste system. Studies suggest 
that while “dalit participation in 
Micro,Small and Medium Enterprises 
(MSMEs)  is rising, they are, however, 
engaged in low productivity and 
survival activities” - professions that 
occupy the lowest step in the 
production ladder. Such activities 
include dealing with leather – tanning 
and dressing of leather, manufacture 
of luggage and footwear— due to the 
stigma of untouchability.  
 
Data on caste homophily (which is 
the affinity of owners to hire 
employees from their own caste 
groups) indicates that there is an 
increase in caste disparity in 
ownership of manufacturing 
enterprises along with decline in 
proportions owned by SCs and STs (at 
6% and 3% respectively in 2006-
2007) and a corresponding increase in 
proportions owned by OBCs and, 
‘Others’ and Hindu upper castes (non-
SC-ST-OBC Hindus) (at 40% and 
50%, respectively). OBC share in 
enterprise ownership is roughly equal 
to 41.2%, whereas SCs and STs are 
significantly under-represented. 
Therefore, the evidence of homophily 
in OBC and upper-caste-owned firms 
in the MSME sector, as it stands 
today, is not a major vehicle for job 
creation for the Dalits.  
 
To encourage SC-ST owned MSMEs, 
the Public Procurement Policy for 
MSEs of 2012 mandates that, central 
government ministries, departments 

and PSUs should procure minimum of 
20% of their annual value of goods or 
services from MSEs and within this, 
20% should be earmarked for SC-ST-
owned MSEs. The article comments 
that compared to Malaysia’s anti- 
discriminatory action programme “of 
reserving 30% of all business 
ownership to ethnic Malays”, India’s 
policy seems inadequate. 
 
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/Dw
Es4I3fddUBwBViuxMNZI/Can-Dalit-
capitalism-be-a-vehicle-for-social-
mobility-in-Ind.html 
Date accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Mahima Malik) 
 
 

GENDER 
 

Bihar 
Government’s 
Cycle Programme 
Increases School 
Enrolments for 
Girls  
(im4change) 
  
Bihar Government's programme of 
distributing bicycles to school girls is 
leading to improved school enrolment 
and arresting their dropout rates, 
shows a recent BREAD (Bureau for 
Research and Economic Analysis of 
Development) Working Paper titled 
Cycling to School: Increasing 
Secondary School Enrolment for Girls 
in India by Karthik Muralidharan and 
Nishith Prakash, brought out in 
August 2013. 
  
Based on econometric and statistical 
models, the paper shows that the 
Cycle programme of the Chief 
Minister increased the probability of a 
girl aged 14 or 15 being enrolled in or 
having completed grade 9 by 30% (a 
5.2 percentage point increase on a 
base age-appropriate enrolment rate of 
17.2 percent), and also bridged the 
pre-existing gender gap in age-
appropriate secondary school 
enrolment between boys and girls (of 

13 percentage points) by 40%. 
However, the only caution here is that 
the improved enrolments may not 
have translated into learning 
improvements, an all India trend 
which requires more work and 
imagination. 
 
The leakage rate of the Cycle 
programme was as low as 3% and it 
was a unique effort to effectively 
provide a non-fungible transfer to girls 
that was not captured by either 
households or officials. The Cycle 
programme, introduced by the 
Government of Bihar in 2006, was 
effective in reducing the time and 
safety cost of school attendance. It 
was much more cost effective at 
increasing girls' enrolment, the 
program was explicitly designed to be 
a conditional kind transfer (CKT) of a 
bicycle to be used by the eligible girl 
as opposed to the comparable 
conditional cash transfer (CCT) 
programs in South Asia, suggesting 
that the coordinated provision of 
bicycles to girls may have generated 
externalities beyond the cash value of 
the program, including improved 
safety from girls cycling to school in 
groups, and changes in patriarchal 
social norms that prohibited female 
mobility outside the village, which 
inhibited female secondary school 
participation. 
 
The program has played a highly 
visible and transformative role in 
increasing the mobility and confidence 
of young girls, argues the research. 
 
http://www.im4change.org/news-
alerts/wheels-of-change-bicycles-
improve-girls-enrollment-in-bihar-
22733.html 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Ashwin Varghese) 
 

SOCIAL JUSTICE  
 

Gender and Child 
Sensitive Trainings 
for Better Policing 
(Azera Parveen Rahman, Unicef,  11 
September 2013) 
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The Karnataka state police has 
initiated a 3-day Gender Sensitization 
and People Friendly Project (GSPP) 
training for its personnel. “Initiated by 
the Karnataka state police, and 
supported by UNICEF, this project 
aims at bringing about an attitudinal 
change in the police force while 
dealing with cases of abuse and 
violence related to women and 
children, as well as updating their 
knowledge of related legislations and 
new laws.” 
 
The article makes a strong case for 
such trainings to be regularly 
conducted in all states, especially in 
the current scenario where public 
outrage in wake of crimes against 
women and children is heightened. 
 
Positive Consequences of the training: 
● Increase in the number of cases 
being registered 
● Change in public perception 
towards the police force and 
● Confidence among people while 
approaching the police 
● Unlike earlier, when such cases 

were not handled with 
sensitivity, police personnel now 
spend hours counseling 
victims in order to get the right 
information and arresting the 
accused 

● Initiation of similar trainings for 
Anganwadi centres, bus drivers, 
community and women’s groups 
 
http://www.unicef.org/india/reallives_
8397.htm 
Date accessed: 23.09.2013 
(Divashri Mathur) 
 
 
 
 
 

DEMOGRAPHY  
 

Bihar at the Bottom 
of Birth Sex Ratio 
(Bihar Times, 24 September, 2013) 
 
With a birth sex ratio of 751, Bihar is 
the worst performing state in India. It 

is followed by Arunachal Pradesh at 
806 and Haryana at 853. Uttarakhand, 
Rajasthan and Jharkhand are among 
the poor performers. “Latest 
government data on registration of 
births show India's birth sex ratio has 
fallen to 893 girls registered for every 
1,000 boys born, much less than the 
overall child sex ratio of the country at 
914.” 
 
However, there was remarkable 
improvement in birth registrations in 
Assam, Chhattisgarh, Rajasthan and 
Nagaland than previous years. 
According to the data the only state to 
register more newborn girls than boys 
was Karnataka with a birth sex ratio of 
1,011. Andhra Pradesh follows with a 
ratio of 985. The three north-eastern 
states of Meghalaya, Manipur and 
Mizoram had birth sex ratio of about 
950. The data has also revealed that 
around 67% of birth registrations take 
place in cities and just 23% in 
villages, though 64% of the country's 
population lives in rural area. 
 
http://www.bihartimes.in/Newsbihar/2
013/Sep/newsbihar24Sep6.html 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Anjana John) 
 

REGIONALISM  
 

RTI Reveals Misuse 
of Relief Funds in 
Gangtok 
(Soumik Dutta, Outlook, September, 
2013) 
 
The article reports major discrepancies 
and misuse of various funds granted to 
the north-eastern state of Sikkim. 
According to an investigation initiated 
by a website- Cobrapost, an RTI filed 
by a local activist revealed that funds 
under Prime Minister’s Relief Fund 
(PMRF) meant for rebuilding the 
quake-hit State either remained unused 
or used to pay off the pending cost for 
repairing Dr Ambedkar road in 2010 
in Northern Gangtok. 
 
Even where rehabilitation work has 
been done, it has been sluggish and 

exorbitant. For instance, the Sikkim 
government has exhausted a sum of 
Rs. 120 crore already out of the total 
sum of Rs. 389.83 crore from the 
Special Package for construction of 
321 rural houses, while 7651 houses 
are yet to be built. 
 
Anand Lama, a RTI activist reported 
that while disbursing relief funds the 
government ignored the directives of 
the Planning Commission for utilising 
these funds. Consequently the state 
government has been guilty of 
spending funds arbitrarily. 
 
Similarly funds from the Chief 
Minister’s Relief Fund meant for cases 
of either death or injury have been 
disbursed as ex-gratia payments for 
damaged houses. Payments have also 
been made to various contractors 
without any public tender, payments 
for demolition and clearing off debris 
has also been borne out of these funds. 
Furthermore relief money was also 
diverted to the police for training and 
various “other” purposes. Besides, the 
youth president of the ruling Sikkim 
Develop-ment Front party has also 
been accused of siphoning a sum of Rs 
2 lakhs to repair the walls of his 
house. 
 
http://www.outlookindia.com/article.a
spx?287854 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Pallavi Ghosh) 
 

Assam Notifies New 
Pension Scheme-
Lite 
(The Echo of India, 21 September, 
2013) 
Assam government has notified the 
New Pension Scheme-Lite, which will 
be effective from October 1 to cover 
the weaker and economically 
disadvantaged sections. 
The new scheme is basically meant to 
take care of all the people in the 
unorganised sector. As per the scheme 
named 'Swavalamban Pension 
Scheme', a person with a minimum 
contribution of Rs 1,000 per year will 
get an equal amount of contribution 
from the government. The benefit will 



 

 

be available to a subscriber whose 
investment will not exceed Rs 12,000 
every year. 
 
The maximum amount of contribution 
is fixed at Rs 50,000 annually. All 
subscribers after enrolment in the 
system will get a Permanent 
Retirement Account Number (PRAN). 
“The aggregator for the scheme in the 
state will be Assam Gramin Vikash 
Bank and Alankit Assignment, while 
the fund managers are SBI Pension 
Fund, LIC and UTI.” The state 
government had introduced New 
Pension Scheme from February 1, 
2005 for the new entrants in the state 
government service replacing the old 
pension scheme. The scheme was 
operationalised for regular employees 
in October 2010. 
http://www.echoofindia.com/guwahati
-assam-notifies-new-pension-scheme-
lite-39082 
Date Accessed: 23.09.2013 
(Anjana John) 
 

Bengal Government 
to Redeploy 
Surplus Employees 
(Pranesh Sarkar, The Telegraph, 23 
September, 2013)  
 
The Mamata Banerjee-led Bengal 
government has begun with its 
manpower rationalisation drive that 
was discontinued by its opposition 
CPI(M) when in power. The process 
involves identification of surplus 
employees in all departments and 
redeploying them in other departments 
where there is a dearth of manpower.  
 
The government is currently incurring 
a wage bill of over Rs. 3,500 crore per 
month on around 3.4 lakh employees. 
“Several complaints often come up 
that there are employees in various 
departments who virtually have no 
work…. But the government is forced 
to shoulder a huge financial burden to 
give them salaries and other benefits. 
The committee will identify such 
employees,” a senior Writers’ official 
stated. 
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A member of the committee estimated 
the number of surplus employees to be 
at least 25,000 to 30,000. 
The committee has been given four 
specific mandates, which sources said, 
were aimed at reducing the 
government’s wage cost (see chart). 

   
  The Telegraph 
  
The committee will also be keen to 
hire contractual staff which will ease 
the financial burden on the State 
government. 
As far as the existing excess in various 
departments, the plan is to abolish the 
extra posts after the retirement of the 
redeployed staff. 
 
Voluntary retirement scheme is a 
likely step post-redeployment that the 
employers tend to offer surplus 
employees. 
The Left Front government, however, 
had to curb its manpower 
rationalisation efforts after opposition 
from party cadres and a section of the 
employees. “The present government 
has taken the right step, but the 
question is whether they will take 
tough decisions,” said an official. 
 
http://www.telegraphindia.com/11309
24/jsp/bengal/story_17384722.jsp#.Uk
EduMY3Cdg 
Date accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Pallavi Ghosh) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Jharkhand Ravages 
Under Human 
Trafficking
(Raksha Kumar, 
Times
A 
Jharkhand as the worst victim of 
human trafficking. Statistics reveal 
that more than 80 percent of young 
girls who are trafficked belong 
tribal communities. The prevalence of 
trafficking in Jharkhand can be 
attributed to the inequitable 
distribution of wealth and lack of 
political commitment which has made 
Jharkhand one of the most socially 
backward states in the country. 

 
A number of 
lead to high incidence of trafficking in 
the state: 
 
● 

21

Jharkhand Ravages 
Under Human 
Trafficking  
(Raksha Kumar, The New York 
Times, 23 September, 2013) 

 UN report, in July, declared 
Jharkhand as the worst victim of 
human trafficking. Statistics reveal 
that more than 80 percent of young 
girls who are trafficked belong to 
tribal communities. The prevalence of 
trafficking in Jharkhand can be 
attributed to the inequitable 
distribution of wealth and lack of 
political commitment which has made 
Jharkhand one of the most socially 
backward states in the country.  

A number of reasons are cited that 
lead to high incidence of trafficking in 
the state:  

 Inadequate institutional 
support: The state has anti-
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trafficking cells in 20 districts, but 
they lack the required resources 
and manpower. Naman Tapno, an 
activist with Bharatiya Kisan 
Sangh, suggests that “the police 
could identify the middlemen and 
intensify policing in the rural 
areas” to prevent trafficking. 
Explaining the reasons for 
ineffective policing related to the 
issue, Sampath Meena, the 
inspector general of police for 
organized crime in Ranchi 
said,“The problem with 
trafficking is that there can be no 
preventive action by the police.” 
This is because the police struggle 
with differentiating between 
people migrating for employment 
and those who were being 
trafficked. 

 
● Tradition of “mehmaani”:  The 

tribals have a custom known as 
“mehmaani”, where “parents send 
their children to live with their 
uncles to foster better familial 
ties”, which has further 
encouraged trafficking. It is 
claimed that around “67 percent 
of young girls who are trafficked 
are tricked into it by someone 
they know”. 

 
● Scarcity of jobs: High incidence 

of trafficking can also be 
attributed to the dearth of 
employment opportunities in the 
state. Unequal and disruptive 
growth has made the natives 
migrate to cities with the 
expectation of better jobs, who 
eventually join the exploitative 
informal wage-employment 
contracts. 

 
http://india.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/0
9/23/human-trafficking-continues-to-
ravage-jharkhand/?_r=0 
Date accessed: 25.09.2013 
(Mahima Malik) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHILDREN  
 

Fight against Child 
Labour Moving in 
Right Direction, 
But Not Quickly 
Enough – UN 
Report 
(UN News Centre, 23 September, 
2013) 
 
The number of child labourers 
worldwide has declined by one third 
since 2000, from 246 million to 168 
million, the United Nations reported 
today, while adding that this is still not 
enough to achieve the goal of 
eliminating the worst forms of child 
labour by 2016. The new UN report, 
“Marking progress against child 
labour,” comes ahead of next month’s 
Global Conference on Child Labour in 
Brazil. 
 
Highlights of the report: 
· Most of the progress was made 

between 2008 and 2012, when the 
global number fell from 215 to 
168 million. 

· More than half of the child 
labourers worldwide are involved 
in hazardous work. The current 
number of children in hazardous 
work stands at 85 million, down 
from 171 million in 2000. 

· The largest absolute number of 
child labourers is found in the 
Asia-Pacific region (almost 78 
million), but Sub-Saharan Africa 
continues to have the highest 
incidence of child labour in terms 
of proportion of the population, at 
over 21 per cent. 

· The incidence of child labour is 
highest in poorer countries but 
middle-income countries have the 
largest numbers of child 
labourers. 

· Child labour among girls fell by 
40 per cent since 2000, compared 
to 25 per cent for boys. 

· Agriculture remains the most 
important sector using child 
labour (98 million children, or 59 

per cent), but the problems are not 
negligible in services (54 million) 
and industry (12 million) – mostly 
in the informal economy. 

 
The report identifies a number of 
actions that have driven progress in 
the fight against child labour in recent 
years, which include particular policy 
choices, investments in education and 
social protection, political 
commitment of governments and the 
increasing number of ratifications of 
the two ILO child labour conventions. 
ILO’s International Programme on the 
Elimination of Child Labour had a 
leading role to play in the fight against 
child labour, through its standards and 
supervisory system, advice, capacity 
building and direct action. 
 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.as
p?NewsID=45934&Cr=child+labour&
Cr1=#.UkQdeYZQGxm 
Date Accessed: 25.09.2013 
(Amrutha Jose Pampackal) 
 

DISABLED  
UN Report 
Highlights 
Technology’s 
Potential to Foster 
Inclusion of Persons 
with Disabilities 
(UN News Centre, 24 September, 
2013) 

 
The United Nation along with its 
partners released the a report titled 
“The ICT Opportunity for Disability-
Inclusive Development framework” 
which provides a better understanding 
of the extent to which ICTs can enable 
the social and economic inclusion of 
persons with disabilities. “It lists 
challenges that are still to be 
addressed, while outlining concrete 
actions to help achieve a disability-
inclusive development agenda.” 
 
The report is a result of global 
consultation which gathered over 150 
expert inputs from relevant 
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organizations and key individuals 
from over 55 countries, representing 
governments, academic institutions, 
organizations of persons with 
disabilities, civil society organizations, 
the private sector and regional and 
international organizations. 
 
The major challenges highlighted by 
the report include the cost of making 
ICTs accessible to persons with 
disabilities, a lack of policies to foster 
accessible ICTs, and limited 
availability and use of ICTs in general. 
“The report also stresses that 
governments play a key role in 
introducing ICT-enabled solutions 
adapted to the needs of persons with 
disabilities, and private sector entities 
can contribute by increasing research 
and development efforts to develop 
accessible ICTs.” 
 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.as
p?NewsID=45958&Cr=disab&Cr1=#.
UkHKooaLAXY 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Simi Sunny) 
 

SOCIAL 
CONFLICT AND 
VIOLENCE  
  

Muslim Groups 
Oppose Ban on 
Child Marriage  
(The Hindu, 22 September,2013) 

 
The Indian Union Muslim League 
along with other muslim organisations 
are opposing the law banning child 
marriage on the ground that the Child 
Marriage (Prevention) Act is against 
the provisions of the Muslim personal 
law. 
 
At a meeting of Muslim organisations 
to protect the Muslim personal law 
and also explore scope for legal 
remedies Mr. Mundupara, spokesman 
for the convention says that the 
meeting was convened in response to 
complaints from many mahal 
committees about problems in families 

in which girls were given in marriage 
before the age of 18 due to 
unavoidable circumstances. Criticising 
the Child Marriage (Prevention) Act, 
which made marriage of girls below 
the age 18 as an offence, speakers at 
the meeting said the law violated 
religious rights of the Muslim 
community since the Muslim personal 
law did not specify the age for 
marriage of girls in the community. 
The convention also endorsed a 
suggestion to carry on a campaign to 
avoid marriage of girls at an early age 
except under unavoidable 
circumstances, he said. The meeting, 
in a resolution, appealed to the State 
and Central governments to take 
remedial measures on this issue. 
 
http://www.thehindu.com/news/nation
al/kerala/muslim-groups-oppose-ban-
on-child-marriage/article5155367.ece 
Date Accessed: 23.09.2013 
(Neha Singh) 
 

WILDLIFE  
 

Rhino Poaching 
Threatens Decades 
of Conservation 
Work  
(The Hindu, 23 September, 2013) 
  
On the occasion of World Rhino Day 
(22 September, 2013), WWF-India 
has urged the Union Environment and 
Forest Ministry to urgently adopt a 
National Rhino Conservation Plan 
while drawing attention to the 30th 
rhino killing on September 17th in 
Kaziranga National Park, Assam, this 
year and the increasing use of 
automatic weapons in poaching. 
  
 
A forest guard keeps vigil as a one-
horned rhino saunters inside the 
Pobitora Wildlife Sanctuary in 
Assam.Photo:Ritu Raj Konwar 
 
 WWF-India said, “As India and rest 
of the world celebrate rhinos and their 
conservation successes on World 
Rhino Day today, this latest killing is 

a grim reminder of the challenges 
facing protection of rhinos in India. 
The increasing use of lethal weapons 
such as the AK-47s used in Tuesday’s 
poaching incident point to a growing 
sophistication and easy access to such 
deadly weapons among poaching 
syndicates active in the recent killing”. 
Calling for urgent action, it said: “To 
avoid loss of these hard-fought gains 
[through decades of conservation 
efforts the rhino population in Assam 
has risen to around 2,500 currently], 
there is an urgent need for the 
adoption of a National Rhino 
Conservation Plan for India.” The 
organisation has, therefore, urged 
Environment and Forest Minister 
Jayanthi Natarajan to take the lead on 
this and bring together the four rhino-
bearing States of India -- Assam, West 
Bengal, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. 
 
Dr. Dipankar Ghose, director of 
Species and Landscapes, WWF-India 
said, “The adoption of such a plan will 
increase coordination among the four 
rhino-bearing States and enable 
sharing of the best practices and 
information on poaching syndicates, 
enabling better protection of India’s 
rhinos.” 
 
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-
paper/tp-national/tp-newdelhi/rhino-
poaching-continues-
unabated/article5158588.ece 
Date Accessed: 23.09.2013 
(Ashwin Varghese) 
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WORLD  

 

U.S.-Iran Thaw is 
Good News for 
India  
(Gateway House, Seema Sirohi, 26 
September 2013) 
  
The positive advances made by newly-
elected Iranian President Hassan 
Rouhani and U.S. President Barack 
Obama at the 68th UN General 
Assembly indicates a strong potential 
for a thaw in Tehran-Washington 
relations after decades of unbridled 
hostility. 
 
Obama publicly acknowledging in his 
UN Speech U.S. meddling to topple a 
democratically elected government in 
Iran in 1953 which eventually led to 
the Islamic Revolution, was a smart 
move with little political cost since 
documents related to the CIA’s role 
have been declassified. But in Iran, his 
admission will go some distance to 
help assuage feelings of injustice. 
 
Rouhani also has a difficult set of 
power players in Teheran to convince 
that it is worth trying serious 
negotiations to roll back sanctions that 
have crippled the Iranian economy. A 
US friendly Iran means better 
prospects for peace in Syria, a safer 
Israel, a better balance in West Asia 
between Sunnis and Shias and an 
alternate avenue to Afghanistan, 
which would reduce the U.S. 
dependence on Pakistan. 
If all goes well, India stands to benefit. 
Oil prices should climb down helping 
ease the pressure on foreign exchange 
reserves. As U.S. sanctions dissipate, 
India could once again start buying 
Iranian crude. The rupee could rise a 
little more.  
 
India has the potential to be a creative 
player in peace making and use its 
contacts in Teheran to nudge the 
process forward. There are a lot of 
things that could derail the peace 
process. It will take sincere efforts 

from both sides to turn this into 
concrete reality. 
  
http://www.gatewayhouse.in/u-s-iran-
thaw-is-good-news-for-india/ 
Date accessed: 26.09.2013 
(Gayatri Verma) 
 

INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS 

 

Pak Govt mulls 
‘massive’ action to 
combat terrorism 
(Pakistan Observer, 24 September, 
2013) 
 
Just after the attack on the All Saints’ 
Church in Peshawar that killed 85 
people, the Pakistani government is 
thinking over a more comprehensive 
strategy against the ongoing wave of 
terrorism across the country. 
 
According to sources, the government 
has decided to go to any extend for the 
eradication of terrorism and 
restoration of peace in the country. 
 
The interior ministry is said to have 
been contacting provincial 
governments and other political 
parties. The government is expected to 
announce a new strategy against the 
militants soon. 
 
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif stressed 
on the political will in Pakistan that is 
in favour of a dialogue with the 
Taliban. But after the tragic incident, 
the government and the nation was not 
able to proceed further. He had earlier 
said in London that incidents like 
attacks on a Church in Peshawar were 
not a good omen for dialogue with 
Taliban- the attackers were supposed 
to belong to a Taliban faction. He 
addresses the attackers as enemies of 
the country and said that the killing of 
innocent Christians had left the whole 
nation grieved. 
 
http://pakobserver.net/detailnews.asp?
id=219041 
Date accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Pallavi Ghosh) 

CII Rules Out DNA 
as Primary 
Evidence in Rape 
Cases 
(The Pakistan Observer, 24 
September, 2013) 
 
The Council of Islamic Ideology (CII) 
On 23rd September decreed DNA tests 
to be unacceptable as primary 
evidence in rape cases. They, 
however, permitted it to be considered 
as supporting evidence. 
 
The chairman of the Council, Maulana 
Muhammad Khan Sherani, explained 
that although the court of law could 
decide on the basis of DNA evidence, 
but it cannot, however, be the sole 
evidence and should be used as a 
supporting material for other 
evidences. 
 
The council also rejected the 
Women’s Protection Act of 2006, 
stating that its provisions were not in 
line with Islamic injunctions. They 
added further that the Hudood 
Ordinance dealt with all these offenses 
and that Islam sets procedures to 
determine crime cases of rape. 
 
Earlier, the Council had convened to 
review its recommendations regarding 
DNA permissibility as primary 
evidence in rape cases and possible 
amendments to Pakistan’s blasphemy 
laws. 
 
The council was allegedly discussing a 
proposal to award the death sentence 
for false accusations under the 
blasphemy law. 
 
However, Maulana Sherani cleared the 
air in his press conference, stating that 
the Pakistan Penal Code already had 
sections which dealt with sentences 
for those who misused any law of the 
land and the judge could resort to 
relevant sections to award sentences. 
 
http://pakobserver.net/detailnews.asp?
id=219042 
Date accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Pallavi Ghosh) 
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US, Iran to Hold 
Historic Talks on 
Nuclear 
Programme 
(Times of India and The Hindu, 24 
September, 2013) 
 
In a major diplomatic 
breakthrough, the Foreign 
Ministers of United States and Iran 
will hold talks on Tehran’s 
controversial nuclear drive at a 
landmark meeting on 27th 
September. The talks will be the 
highest level contacts between the US 
and Iran in six years. U.S. Secretary of 
State John Kerry and new Iranian 
Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad 
Zarif will join counterparts from 
Britain, China, France, Germany and 
Russia at the meeting at the United 
Nations headquarters. 
 
This is significant international 
development considering US-Iran 
relations have been frozen since 
Washington severed ties after the 1979 
Islamic Revolution. The US and its 
allies have long demanded that Iran 
halt nuclear activities that they suspect 
are geared toward producing an 
atomic bomb. Iran has repeatedly 
insisted its nuclear activities are only 
for producing energy and medical 
research. 
 
The U.S., which has spearheaded an 
international drive to cut Iran’s oil 
exports, has insisted it will not lift 
sanctions without progress in talks 
over nuclear programme, which 
America fears may lead to 
development of atomic weapons. The 
UN security council has imposed four 
rounds of sanctions against Iran 
because of concerns it is seeking to 
develop nuclear weapons and its 
refusal to suspend uranium enrichment 
-a process that can be used to make 
fuel for both energy and nuclear 
weapons. The US and its Western 
allies have imposed even more 
punishing sanctions. 
 
Iran is hoping to get relief at the so-
called P5+1 nuclear talks from the 

punishing Western sanctions that have 
crippled its economy, particularly by 
slashing its vital oil exports and 
severely restricting its international 
banking transactions. 
 
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/wo
rld/middle-east/Iran-6-nations-to-hold-
new-nuclear-talks-on-
Thursday/articleshow/22960189cms 
http://www.thehindu.com/news/intern
ational/world/us-iran-to-hold-historic-
talks-on-nuclear-
programme/article5163758.ece 
 Date Accessed: 25.09.2013 
 (Karishma Mutreja) 

 
US Targeted Indian 
Diplomats With 
Sophisticated Bugs: 
Report 
(Times Of India, 24 September, 
2013) 
 
The article reports that the US 
National Security Agency has been 
intruding Indian offices to acquire data 
relating to diplomatic missions. The 
agency is said to have targeted India’s 
UN office and embassy and 
“infiltrated computers and 
telephones with high techbugs”. 
 
India had earlier stated that the spying 
was necessary to monitor and check 
terrorist activities after an ex-NSA 
contractor Edward Snowden revealed 
to the media about US’ snooping 
methods. However, in light of fresh 
revelations, the Foreign Ministry has 
expressed its concern regarding US’ 
spying ventures on India’s diplomatic 
missions. It is likely to raise the issue 
with the US authorities. 
 
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/wo
rld/us/US-targeted-Indian-diplomats-
with-sophisticated-bugs- 
Report/articleshow/23032452.cms 
Date accessed : 25.09.2013 
(Pallavi Ghosh) 
 

 
 

EAST AND 
SOUTH EAST 
ASIA  

 

Cambodian 
Opposition Boycotts 
Parliament over 
Electoral 
Results 
(Japan Times, 23 September, 2013) 
(BBC, 24 September, 2013) 
 
Cambodia is facing a critical political 
crisis as the Cambodian opposition 
boycotted the opening of parliament 
Monday over alleged widespread 
cheating in July’s elections. 
Cambodia's parliament has approved a 
new five-year term for PM Hun Sen, 
61, who has served for 28 years now, 
despite a boycott by the opposition 
over disputed elections. “Empty seats 
dotted the National Assembly as 55 
lawmakers elected from the opposition 
were absent, while 68 ruling party 
lawmakers attended the session.” 
 
The opposition Cambodia National 
Rescue Party (CNRP), headed by Sam 
Rainsy, have accused Hun Sen's 
ruling Cambodian People's Party 
(CPP) of widespread election fraud. 
The opposition has demanded an 
independent probe of the July 28 
election results. The government has 
so far rejected the opposition's 
demand. Talks last week between Hun 
Sen and opposition leader Sam Rainsy 
failed to break the deadlock. 
 
The protest has received support from 
tens of thousands of people who 
joined public protests earlier this 
month over the Election results.  
According to experts, there is nothing 
in the Cambodian constitution that 
prevents the prime minister from 
governing with a half-filled 
parliament. With state institutions - 
including the election commission - 
under the control of Hun Sen, protests 
are the only way opposition supporters 
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can challenge the result, 
correspondents add. 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-
asia-24202250 
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/201
3/09/23/asia-pacific/cambodian-
opposition-boycotts-parliament-over-
electoral- 
results/#.UkAF4YStP9 
Date Accessed: 25.09.2013 
(Karishma Mutreja) 
 

Efforts to End 
Corruption in 
Philippines- A 
Probable Lesson for 
India  
(James Hookway, The Wall Street 
Journal, 17 September, 2013) 
 
President Aquino and active anti- graft 
agencies in Philippines have pledged 
to “abolish the current system of 
discretionary spending funds and 
prosecute politicians alleged to have 
diverted state funds to fictitious or 
artificially inflated development 
projects.”  The top government’s 
dedication to end political corruption 
in Philippines presents a good 
example for emerging markets seeking 
to end nepotism and revive from 
economic crisis. 
 
Graft charges against three prominent 
senators, for misusing state funds, saw 
an outpouring of anti corruption 
protests and people demanding 
concrete reforms. Additionally, 
President Aquino’s efforts to root out 
corruption have helped to change 
investor perceptions about the 
country’s economic potential. Policies 
like introducing online bidding for 
government contracts, and ratings 
firms giving the country investment 
grade rankings (that allows the 
government to borrow more cheaply 
to refinance debts and lets its central 
bank keep interest rates at record 
lows) have catapulted the growth rate 
to around 7 percent. (In the first half 
of the year, the Philippine economy 
grew 7.6% on year, faster than China.) 

The Philippines' budget deficit fell to 
2.3% of gross domestic product from a 
2010 record-high of 3.5 percent.  
 
Philippines still faces problems on a 
number of fronts, particularly high 
poverty and security issues. “Around 
28% of the country's population is 
living in poverty. The predominantly 
Christian country also battles with 
both Muslim and Communist 
insurgencies.” 
 
However, the country has withstood 
the current crisis better than other 
emerging markets and is a testimony 
to the fact that focused efforts to free 
politics from corrupt influences can 
boost economy as a whole. 
 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001
4241278873233424045790808716505
66730.html 
 Date accessed: 23.09.2013 
 (Mahima Malik) 
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OPINIONS 
 

Land Acquisition Bill  
(Indira Rajaraman, Business Standard, 23 
September, 2013) 
(s Standard,  23 September, 2013) 
In 1991, liberalisation of trade and elimination of 
industrial licensing took place but reforms in the factors 
of production i.e land and labour, the key inputs without 
which no production of any kind is possible did not take 
place. During this interregnum, land was grabbed by 
both public institutions and privately owned corporate 
enterprises, but the owner of the land were not given 
their due share due to lack of a national framework for 
land acquisition. The new land acquisition Bill which 
comes 20 years later is trying to counter these problems. 
 
But, with its provision for overlapping layers of 
diligence by committee, will slow down the pace of 
land acquisition, and lead to further choking of supply 
and escalation in the price of land. The author suggests 
that a state-level body, which is experienced in the 
matter of land valuation, would have been more 
appropriate and the social impact assessment called for 
in the Bill would be better done by local panchayats 
than by a committee constituted by the district collector. 
The Bill has a provision for preventing hoarding of land 
by requiring utilization within five years (among its 
good features). But it says nothing about the vast hoards 
of land acquired by both public and private institutions 
in the pre-reform era. The  initiative along these lines by 
the Delhi government to permit mixed use of industrial 
land for housing for workers solve the land and housing 
shortage problem which contribute to the visible 
indicators of poverty. 
 
The authorities are of the view that instead of 
compensation provisions in the land acquisition Bill in 
its first Schedule (a ramp-up of the market value of land 
by ad hoc factors of four for rural and two for urban) 
and in its second Schedule (for rehabilitation and 
resettlement) a simpler single bundled financial option, 
preferably equity participation in the activity proposed 
on the converted land with a guaranteed floor, would 
have been far better. The complexity of the provisions 
in the Bill will make the beneficiaries wholly dependent 
on intermediaries to explain to them what their 
entitlements are. The services of these intermediaries 
will not be free of charge. 
 
http://www.business-
standard.com/article/opinion/indira-rajaraman-not-high-
fives-113092301108_1.html 
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Neha Singh) 
 

 
 

BOOKS 
 

Policy Prescriptions for 
Small and Medium 
Enterprises 
(P M Mathew, Economic and Political Weekly, 
September, 22-28, 2013) 
  
The book ‘Policy Guidebook and SME Development in 
Asia and the Pacific’ authored by Masato Abe, Michael 
Troilo, J S Juneja and Sailendra Narain, discusses the 
extent to which micro, small and medium enterprises 
(MSMEs) can be central in private sector development 
policy in Asian countries. This book is primarily 
concerned with trade, as this is the predominant method 
of market access for SMEs. However, some of the 
policy prescriptions of the authors are applicable to both 
trade and investment. These include lowering barriers, 
communicating regulations and market conditions, 
holding trade fairs and other promotional events, and 
providing access to finance. 
  
The book outlines the six key areas which strategy 
needs to address. They are (i) the business-enabling 
environment; (ii) promotion of an entrepreneurial 
culture; (iii) business financing; (iv) business 
development services (BDS); (v) innovation and 
technology development; and (vi) market access. The 
subsequent chapter outlines the constituency of SMEs 
from an operational perspective. 
  
Going beyond traditional focus on finance, authors have 
given adequate coverage to business life cycle of SME 
development. The relevant section in the book offers a 
number of key policy considerations: working capital, 
the role of equity markets, financial services, and 
relationship banking have been discussed in a practical 
manner. The section on Business-Development Services 
(BDS) deals with three core segments: operational, 
advisory and advocacy. The book rightly highlights the 
importance of advocacy and advisory services, while 
also highlighting the methods of improving BDS 
delivery. Innovation, which is a new thrust area, has 
been discussed at the theoretical and operational levels. 
The questions of technology acquisition, transfer and 
the use of fiscal instruments to help stimulate 
innovation have been separately discussed. 
  
While being significantly theory heavy, the book does 
not dwell deep into the practical aspects. It speaks of 
scientific monitoring and evaluation techniques and 
their applicability, but the discussion falls short of 
discussing issues of governance, which are crucial in 
developing and emerging economies. 
  
http://www.epw.in/book-reviews/policy-prescriptions-
small-and-medium-enterprises.html  
Date Accessed: 24.09.2013 
(Jeet Singh) 


